This release addresses the following Error Report:

Error Report 2158

It was reported by campuses that several sections of PAN details were not appearing in the web display. This included Work Study Program limit changes, indefinite leave, sabbatical leave and layoff information. The PAN details are all present in the PAN database, but they were not being displayed on the web screens. This has been the case since the Web PAN rewrite, release 1673.

Java Programs

DetailDAO.java
edu\ucop\pan\data\dao

DetailDAO.java processes input and output for the stored procedure calls. It was modified to group together all of the PAN sections which are intended to appear after the General Information section and before the Appointment and Distribution section.

DetailDO.java
edu\ucop\pan\presentation\display

DetailDO.java defines the display attributes and methods for the detail PAN page, Detail.jsp. It was modified to pass all of the sections back to the web page.
Web Style Sheets

uc.css
WebContent\payadm
uc.css is the html style sheet for the Web PAN application. Several items were omitted when this was originally released, which are needed for the new sections. Those items have been added.

Web Pages

Detail.jsp
WebContent
Detail.jsp is the PAN detail web page. Previously, the benefits section was appearing after the appointment and distribution section. The section has been properly located ahead of the appointment and distribution section.

printFriendlyDetail.jsp
WebContent
printFriendlyDetail.jsp is the web page with the print-friendly version of the PAN detail. Previously, the benefits section was appearing after the appointment and distribution section. The section has been properly located ahead of the appointment and distribution section.

Installation Instructions

Download and install the .ear or .war file from the release dataset PAYDIST.R1814.PANEAR or PANWAR using binary FTP. For details on installation, please see the documentation for release 1673.

Test Plan

1. Load the PAN database using the LOADPAN JCL member provided. Ensure that the DB2 PAN has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
2. Web testing
   - Using the Notification Selection screen in web PAN, view the detail for the PAN generated for employee 222222006 on April 3, 2008.
   - Verify that Work Study Program Limits, Sabbatical and Benefits sections appear after General Information and before Appointments And Distributions.
   - Click on the "Printer Friendly Format" icon.
   - Verify that Work Study Program Limits, Sabbatical and Benefits sections appear after General Information and before Appointments And Distributions.

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is not urgent. However, until it is installed, PANs displayed on the web may be incomplete.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Maxine.Gerber@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-0422.